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Editorial/ comment 

Heartwarming • example of inter-ethnic cooperation 

A n exhibition that opened last Sunday at 
the Jewish Heritage Centre of Western 

. .Canada deals with one of the most 
intriguing and inspiring chapters of the 
Holocaust. 

Shanghai Connection - Creating a Refuge 
During the Holocaust· focuses on how two mid
dle-level Asian diplomats saved the lives of 
thousands of European Jews from 1938 to 1940 
by issuing them lifesaving visas to Shanghai. 

Chiune Sugihara was Japanese consul in 
Kovno (Kaunus), Lithuania, ,say the excellent 
background notes heritage centre staff provided 
journalists, Feng Shan Ho was consul general at 
the Chinese Embassy in Vienna, Austria. 

And although they acted independently of each 
other, they had remarkably similar backgrounds 
and outlooks on life. 

Ho had a PhD in political economics, earned at 
the University of Munich in 1932. Sugihara also 
had a cosmopolitan background and interests. 

As consul general in Vienna, Ho knew that 
Shanghai - then occupied by Japan - was an open 
port. He disobeyed official orders from his supe
rior at the Chinese Embassy in Berlin, and start
ed issuing visas to Shanghai for desperate Jews, 
seeking to escape the Nazis. 

Sugihara requested permission from the 
Foreign Ministry in Tokyo to issue permits to 
Shanghai, and was turned down each time. Like 

Ho, he chose to ignore his superiors. From July 
31 to August 28, 1940, he wrote and signed 
visas, often preparing 300 a day - normally a 
month's work, before having to close the con
sulate and leave Lithuania. Before leaving, he 
gave his visa stamp to a refugee - who used it to 
save even more Jews. . . 

Ho and Sugihara were recognized by Israel's 
Vad Yashem for their heroism, decades later. 

The Japanese and Chinese have a right to feel 
proud about the roles these men played, as Asian 
counterparts to Oskar Schindler, in their saving 
of Jewish lives. Shanghai's role as a shelter for 
18,000 Jewish refugees under Japanese rule also 
provides an unusual uplifting episode of right
eous Japanese government conduct during the 
Second World War .. 

It is deeply moving that Winnipeg's Japanese, 
Chinese and Jewish communities have collabo
rated, in organizing the current Jewish Heritage 
Centre exhibition and accompanying lectures 
and other events. 

Jewish Winnipeggers should make sure they 
see Shanghai Connection, and attend some of 
the accompanying events, before it closes 
March 30. It serves as a fascinating, heart
warming and all-too-rare example of compas
sion and human decency during the Holocaust 
that transcended culture and race. 
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Israel seeks domestic source ofpower to replace oil 
, 0" , . ;' Wind, solar power; releasing hydrogen from water all options 

There is no doubt 
that the fuel the 
western world 

gets from Arab states 
keeps' the wheels of 
our civilization spin
ning. 

INSIDE ISRAEL 

CARL ALPERT 

Western reliance on 
Arab oil also plays an 

enormous role in col
oring and dictating the 
political relations with 
those states. If science 
could provide an alter
nate source of energy, 
economically compet
itive to the oil which 
nature has bestowed 
so abundantly on Arab 
lands, world diploma
cy would be affected.' 

There is perhaps no 
country which is so 
vulnerable from this 
concentration of ener
gy power in the hands 
of the Middle Eastern 
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HOllsing in Jerusalem with solar panels on 
roofs. WZPS photo. 

Muslim world, as 
Israel. In the event of 
a unified Muslim 
action against Israel, 
an oil embargo would 
be devastating in its 
effect. 

What the world 
needs is discovery of 
another source of 
energy; competitive in 
availability and cost. 
Should such be found, 
the Arabs would lose 
the political clout they 
enjoy today on the 
international scene. 

Other sources of 
energy are indeed 
known to science, and 
in many cases are 

.. already being applied, 
bpt they are expen

.. s1ve. When the cost of 
oil rises to $30 and 
more a barrel, there is 

renewed concentra
tion on the search for 
a substitute. But then 
the Arab oil lords 
bring the price down, 
the emergency is over, 
and governments hes
itate to expend the 
large sums required 
for continued, inten
sive research. 

One would expect 
that as a result of 
Israel's utter depen
dence . on fossil fuel, 
oil and gas, it would 
be in the forefront of 
the search. Work is 
indeed being done in 
this field at various 
institutions here, but 
apparently not 
enough. There has 
been encouraging 
research on shale rock 
as a source of oil. 

Windmill farms have 
been productively 
established on the 
Golan Heights, and 
plans have been 
approved for two 
additional farms, one 
at Mt. Gilboa and the 
other at Bet Shean. It 
has been estimated 
that up to 15 per cent 
of Israel's power 
needs could be 
obtained from wind 
source. 

Exploitation of 
organic wastes, which 
are today thrown into 
garbage dumps, could 
produce another 5 per 
cent - and every per
centage point counts. 

Solar energy is a 
promlsmg source. 
Visitors here have 
been impressed by the 
tens of thousands of 
solar hot water heaters 
on rooftops of homes 
throughout the coun
try, cutting down on 
family electric bills. 
Similar systems and 
solar pools can be and 
are being used on an 
industrial·sca.,le. 

What is requjred is a 
major'::. ne'Y-/ break
through,'utilizing a 
raw material which is 

. freely available. A 

team of scientists led 
by Prof. Stuart Licht 
at the Technion, 
Israel's Institute of 
Technology, may be 
on that track. The pro
posed source of ener
gy is hydrogen, the 
major component of 
water. The burning of 
hydrogen . can effi
ciently produce ener
gy and is already in 
use in the space pro
gram. How can the 
hydrogen be released 
economically from 
water? The Technion 
team has been work
ing on an original sys
tem which uses solar 
power to split water 
into hydrogen and 
oxygen, releasing the 
former for use as a 
fuel. Theories devel
oped on paper have 
now been confirmed 
in laboratory experi
mental research. 

Is sea water suitable 
for this process, I 
asked Prof. Licht. The 
answer was unhesitat
ingly in th~ affirma
tive, thus answering 
the first question as to 
availability . 
(Cont. on page 5. See 
"Carl Alpert".) 
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Comment 

Making the case/or Israel Search for survivors goes on 
Jewish university students must be trained to defend the 
Jewish state in debates 

Radio show host filling a need with revival of show 

The latest Intifada 
has created a new, 

.•. confusing reality 
not just in Israel, but iii 
Jewish communities as 
well. 

COMMENT ON ISRAEL 

SHIRA HERZOG 

The election which 
nobody wanted is as 
much the product of 
Israel's weak electoral 
system as it is of 
Barak's poor perfor
mance. As former prime 
minister Benjamin 
Netanyahu astutely 
noted, no prime minister 
can create a viable 
coalition in the current 
Knesset. Israel will 
undergo _one of the 
shortest election cam
paigns in its history, and 
Ehud Barak is likely to 
go down in history as 
the greatest disappoint
ment in its political 
annals. 

For Jewish communi
ties in North America, 
the last few months 
have posed a host of 
new political chal
lenges. Barak's peace 
deal turns on their head 
several sacred truths 
that many still hold dear 
- including evacuation 
of settlements, a 
Palestinian state, and 
some form of shared 
sovereignty in 
Jerusalem. The real pos
sibility of Sharon's elec
tion as prime minister 
brings back memories 
of condemnation by 
western governments of 
the Begin and Shamir 
govemments'settlement 
policy, and vicious criti
cism of Sharon in the 
aftermath of Christian 
Falangists' massacres of 
Palestinians at the Sabra 
and Shatila refugee 
camps, near Beirut after 
Sharon oversaw the 
Israel Defence Force's 
invasion of Lebanon. 

For Canadian Jews 
who've been involved 
in the business of Israel 
advocacy for several 
decades, tough times arc 
nothing new. But for our 
own younger genera
tion, especially on cam
puses today, the latest 
Intifada has been espe
cially unsettling. Two 
decades ago, the Jewish 
community took Israel 
advocacy on campus 
seriously. The onslaught 
of pro-Palestinian activ
ity in the '70s and '80s 
resulted in a deliberate 

I t is now over 55 
years since Nazi 
Germany was 

defeated and the con
centration camps were 
liberated. But the 
search for Holocaust 
survivors goes on. 

ISRAEL UPDATE 

Jewish university students from around the 
world arrive in Israel for a visit as part of the 
Birthright Israel program: Today's students 
need to know the history of the Arab-Israeli 
conflict, so they can defend Israel on campus, 
argues writer Shira Herzog. Isranet photo. NECHEMIA MEYERS 

effort to create a genera
tion of student activists, 
bolstered by supportive 
faculty, who could make 
the case for Israel effec
tively. Organizations 
like . Canadian 
Professors for Peace in 
the Middle East and the 
Canada-Israel 
Foundation for 
Academic Exchange 
actively planned pro
grams for students and 
faculty to balance the 
pro-Palestinian cam
paigns. 

In contrast, over the 
last decade, our efforts 
have been focused on 
issues of Jewish conti
nuity and identity - and 
with good reason. As 
the peace process 
unfolded, Arab activists 
became silent, and as 
our communities 
became more and more 
assimilated, the concern 
turned inwardly to our 
own future. As a result, 
we have a generation of 
Jewish students who 
may know more about 
their Jewish identity, but 
who are ill-equipped to 
deal with the challenge 
of a propaganda war on 
campus. 

There is no direct 
analogy to the events of 
20 years ago. Then, the 
PLO was taboo, and the 
mere mention of a 
Palestinian state was 
heresy. We cannot make 
the ease today using 
yesterday's arguments. 
Today's students need to 
know the history of the 
conflict, to be sure, but 
especially the history of 
the last decade, in which 
the language has been 
redefined, and the rela
tionship with the 
Palestinians redrawn. 
They need to understand 
the debate over 
Jerusalem - in today's 
terms, and the nuances 
of the right of return as 
it is currently discussed. 
They need to understand 
what Israelis have been 
prepared to concede for 
peace, and where they 
draw the line; and how 

the Palestinians have 
chosen to react - with 
violence and vicious 
rhetoric. Most impor
tantly, they need to be 
able to effectively 
respond to a sophisticat
ed, media-wise 
Palestin ian presence on 
campuses. 

Fortunately, the com
munity's leadership and 
Israel's representatives 
in Canada are rising to 
the challenge. We can 
make no beller invest
ment in our future. 
Along with cementing 
links between our young 
people and Israel, we 
must equip them to be 
advocates here at home. 
They will become more 
confident as Jews and 
Canadians, and we will 
be beller served as we 
make the case for Israel 
- yet again. 

The writer lives in 
Toronto. 

Carl Alpert 
(Cont. from page 4.) 

This is evident from 
the success of a Kol 
Israel radio program -
Looking for Relatives 
- which was renewed 
a few months ago 
after a hiatus of over 
four decades. It was 
on the air between 
1949 to 1959, at 
which point the 
broadcasting authori
ties reasoned that peo
ple who had lost con
tact during the Seconcl 
World War hacl 
already found one 
another or never 
would. 

Last summer, how
ever, Kol Israel pre
senter Yaron Enosh 
decided to air an 
experimental 
"Looking for 
Relatives" section on 
his afternoon show 

Another advantage of hydrogen as a fuel is the 
fact that its exploitation does not contaminate 
the atmosphere. The only emission when pro
ducing heat or electrical energy is - clean water. 
Elsewhere in the world plans are afoot to utilize 
hydrogen fuel to operate cars, awaiting only a 
cheap source of the hydrogen. According to the 
Technion scientists, their method can produce 
50 to 100 times more hydrogen fuel than any 
previous theory or experiment. While the bulk of 
the theory and experimentation work has been 
conducted in Haifa, there has been collaboration 
with scientists in Japan and Germany. 

It certainly sounds promising: split water and 
get a cheap source of energy. All eyes will be on 
Haifa. 

A less pessimistic view of the worlcl situation 
is expressed by Technion's Prof. Daniel 
Czamanski. He notes that the world energy mar
ket does not distinguish between customers 
because of political orientation, Once the oil is 
put in tankers it can, ancl often does change des
tination many times. Even today, much of 
Israel's oil comes from Egypt and even from 
Iraq. 

. Nevertheless, Israel would feel much more 
secure and comfortable if it could produce its 
own energy economically, and not have to rely 
on foreign sources. 

The writer lives in Haifa, Israel. 

A lecturer gives a group of Israeli students a 
guided tour of Yad Vashem in Jerllsalem. 
Fifty-six years after the Holocaust, survivors 
are still looking for relatives. WZPS photo. 

(the rcst of which was 
devoted to light enter
tainment). Enosh's 
initiative was motivat
ed by his gut feeling 
that Holocaust sur
vivors and their chil
dren hadn't given up 
hope of finding their 
long-lost kinfolk. And 
he was right. 

Initial response was 
great, and now that 
the program has been 
given a regular spot 
on the broadcasting 
schedule, it is greater 
still. Enosh and his 
colleagues receive 
hundreds of letters 
and phone calls every 
week, many of them 

. from Eastern 
Europeans who sim
ply weren't in the 
country when the 
"Looking for 
Relatives" program 
was aired a half centu
ryago. 

A typical letter came 
from a resident of 
Ashdod, who asked 
former residents of 
Cheztochowa, Poland 
to tell him something 
about his family, all 
the members of which 
had been slaughtered. 
And within a matter 
of days a half dozen 
immigrants from 
Cheztochowa - had 
passed on to him 
details about his par
ents, grandparents and 
cousins. 

More heartwarming 
still are cases like 
those of a Tel Aviv 
man who discovered 
that he had an aunt 
living just three 
blocks away from his 
home, and a Haifa 
woman who, thanks to 
the program, estab
lished contact with no 

. less than 30 relatives 
in various parts of 
Israel. 

Recalling the past is 
apt to be difficult not 
only for the men and 
women concerned, 
but also for those who 
work on the program, 
among them, Micky 
Shoshan. Her parents 
are Holocaust sur
vivors who for many 
years refused to tell 
her about the horrors 
they had gone 
through. It was a 
wrenching experience 
for Shoshan when 
they finally did, and 
now she relives that 
experience clay by day 
when she answers 
calls from survivors. 

"Often," she says, 
"they not only make a 
request, but also want 
me to hear all the 
gruesome details 
.about life III 

Auschwitz or the 
Warsaw Ghetto. And I 
can't refuse to listen." 

While the program 
deals mostly with 
Holocaust survivors 
or their relatives, it 
also helps others. For 
example, there was a 
man whose unit was 
practically wiped out 
in fierce fighting on 
the Golan during the 
Yom Kippur War, and 
who himself was 
badly wounded. At the 
last moment, when he 
was about to die, four 
men from another unit 
loaded him on an 
improvised stretcher 
and carriecl him for 
several kilometers to a 
field hospital, after 
which he lost contact 
with them. 

"I want to find those 
'. 'people and thank 

them," he told Enosh. 
Within 24 hours of the 
broadcast, he was able 
to cia so. 

The writer lives III 

Rehovot, Israel. 


